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11 D. Pushes Mass Scottsboro Defense; Brands Liebowitz Traitor

**FLASH:** As we go to press it is believed an appeal will be made to the I. L. D. to restore the Scottsboro boys. The story is that for December 7th, the I. L. D. is organizing a meeting to protest the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States in the Scottsboro case. The meeting is scheduled for December 7th at 8:00 p.m. at the First Baptist Church in Birmingham.

**Congress Called to Washington for Jobless Bill**

WASHINGTON, D. C.—A Call for a National Congress for Unemployment and Social Insurance to be held in Washington, Jan. 6, 7, and 8, has just been issued. The Congress will mobilize all possible forces for the passage of the Worker's Unemployment and Social Insurance Bill introduced into the 73rd Congress of the U. S. on H. 7856.

**AUSTIN, Tex.—Five hundred Negro and white workers, including their children, invaded the state capital demanding adequate relief from the Texas Board of Control. This demonstration was well planned and resulted in the state officials being forced to appear. The workers, employing picket lines throughout the entire state capital, were met with a crowd of approximately 2,000 off-duty police. A committee of three, headed by R. S. Mayhall, chairman of the Council, was elected to present the workers' demands to the legislature.

**Fifteen Arrested In Georgia**

**Terror Drive Under Slave Law**

Atlanta, Ga.—Four persons, three white and one Negro, were arrested in the last few days in connection with the labor troubles in Georgia. The four were charged with disturbing the peace, resisting the arrest of the sheriff, and disorderly conduct.

**Workers Get Candidates On Ballot, Fight Terror in Campaign**

BIRMINGHAM, Ala.—Two new candidates, C. K. S. and F. R. C., on the labor ticket and the efforts of Democrat officials to keep them off the ballots, the Communist Party continues its campaign in Alabama. The party is seeking to unite all workers in a common fight against capital and the forces of reaction.

**NEW ORLEANS UNEAUX SUPPORTS UPRISING OF SPANISH TOILETERS**

NEW ORLEANS, La.—The organization of workers from Spain and the Southern States, the Spanish Toileters, has been tough in its tactics. The group has refused to accept the authority of the Communist Party and has taken pride in their own organization. The Toileters are determined to fight for their rights and the right of all workers to organize and to strike.

**Mark Ballot (X) At This Emblem**

**Workers Against Fascism!**

The Workers Against Fascism is a group of workers who are fighting against the spread of fascism in our country. They are against theuong of profits and the exploitation of workers. The Workers Against Fascism is fighting for the rights of all workers and is working to build a strong labor movement.

**NEWSPAPER OF THE WORLD WORKERS' FEDERATION**

**NATIONAL CONGRESS**

The National Congress of the World Workers' Federation is a congress of workers from all over the world who are fighting for the rights of workers and the establishment of a world where workers can live in peace and security. The congress is working to build a strong labor movement and to fight against the forces of reaction and reaction.

**The Southern Toilers**

The Southern Toilers is a newspaper of workers in the South. It is fighting for the rights of workers and the establishment of a world where workers can live in peace and security. The newspaper is working to build a strong labor movement and to fight against the forces of reaction and reaction.
**Militant Textile Strikers Hit After Sell-Out**

**Boston, Mass., July 27—The black list, chain gang sentences and barring workers from their homes has spread throughout the south of the nation, as indicated by the following articles.

**RICHMOND, Va.**—A mass meeting demanding free shoes, clothing and hot lunches to the children of the unemployed will be held here Wednesday, Oct. 24, at 8 p.m. at the Armstrong High School, and will be addressed by the Board of Control. The committee told the Board that two thousand families had been dropped from the relief rolls in Travis county.

"You're being cut off now with winter ahead," Hayball shouted, pointing his finger at the table. "It's all these devils' officials doing it. That's where the money goes, and if you Board members claim, 100 don't get enough."

The committee also claimed that the children are being turned away from the schools because they are unable to attend school because they lack sufficient clothing. The children are suffering from hunger and cold.

"We're going to do about it," Hayball shouted. "We're going to insist that you Board members call the meeting. We're going to stop this thing."

**More About TEXAS RELIEF**

(Continued from Page 1)

The workers are demanding their rights to vote here in the U.S., the Soviet government has announced that 10,000 new voters will participate in the Soviet general elections to be held Nov. 10 to elect delegates to the Seventh All-Union Soviet Parliament.

The new voters are mostly youth, just reaching voting age (18 to 20), and rich farmers and their families who have proven by hard work and thrift to become capitalists. They will be elected to represent workers in factories and trade unions, including women and men of all nationalities. In the Kabardino-Balkar Republic, one of the self-governing Republics of the Soviet Union, Abkhazia, a Russian Negro, was elected to the Central Executive Committee recently.

The facts in the following story indicate the program has gained momentum after the kicking off of the campaign to be held on the street corners.

(From Labor Research Assn.)

While production in the iron and steel industry of the United States is now at a new high, bringing additional unemployment, conditions of Soviet steel workers continue to improve. The number of workers in the Soviet steel industry increased from 1,000,000 in 1933 to 1,300,000 in 1934, an increase of 30 percent.

**More About ELECTIONS**

(Continued from Page 1)

Nov. 7, Date Russian Workers Took Power in 1917, Observed In South
Miners Charged
Educating Stool
As Killer Freed

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Court
Maurice Leblanc, a Negro miner, was
Jailed last month, is free. This is another
example of the sort of "justice" which can be ex
erenced by workers from the courts, owned
and controlled by the ruling class.

Dean, Leblanc and Chandler are
charged with having been with a
group of white and Negro miners who told C. A. Anderson, strol
pigeon, they thought of him. They are
killed, 30 whites, 7 Negroes, be
impressed Anderson with their
meaning that he is still recovering

Anderson testified that Alex
ander was not the killer of Harrison
College, the school that
thought of his name in the form
of the testimony of the members of the Alabam
State League of Young Democrats that
their main job must be to fight and

An American Fascist Order of
the Black Shirts, with
joining the Klan in Alabama, and has printed
the first issue of a paper, "The
Klan, "whom with the same object of breaking up the
struggles of the workers and their
persecution of the Negroes and the
outfit of the workers, white and

Working in close cooperation
with these fascist organizations
. A. L. Banks, of Talladega, has campaigned
of that he will attempt to get new
laws through the Alabama legisla
ture in an attempt to make the
party and other workers' organizations completely illegal.

Pointing out that these moves
deceive every worker and his
right to organize, strike and pick
A sympathy strike by the Communist Party and the
Labor Defense have both
started a mass campaign against
the growing evidence of Hitler
tactics.

Girl Textile Pickets Make
Stirring Speeches in Court

ATLANTA, Ga. — "When we go
for groceries, we have to pay to
It is time we paid the price for our
we are using for our labor. We must set a
price for our labor, and refuse to
sell our labor at a price below the
value of what we are using for our labor."

Mae, ill from venereal disease, with
unhealthy conditions and a bat
that she received at the hands of her
employer, John McGeer, Negro L D, at
torney, who is one of the lawyers in the
suit. The need for unity of white and
Negro workers was stressed by
Mrs. Young, mother of five
children. She told the jury about
her son being subjected to intense
questioning to make him confess,

"The white worker is suffering and
sick and has nowhere to turn."

WALKOUT THREAT
WINS MORE WAGES

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — A committee of about 30 workers for the
R. P. W. canning plant, meeting in the office of A. S. Makin, super
intendent of the plant, demanded the owners of the company to
forget their rivalry and to do something for the workers. They stated
that they "had not been able to make us check out for enough."

"The white worker is suffering and
sick and has nowhere to turn."

ARRESTS ARE MADE
UNDER NEW LAW

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — With the
passage of an ordinance, by the

City Commissioners making it an offense to possess
any weapon, written or printed material, teaching or advocating the
overthrow of the government of the United States
by force or any unlawful means, a
new terror drive against white and
Negro workers has been launched.

That the new law is aimed at
all working class literature was
made clear when five Negro workers
were arrested from a "labor
school" as "carrying" the same
literature which the Klan has
been accused of distributing.

A. Rancie, 23, and R. Battle,
both Negroes, were arrested in
Local 914 of the U.S.W.O., Fort
Ward, secretary, Will Murdock,
Chairman, W. V. Parks, Solicitor,
King, John Grant and Lionel
Lawson as those charged with
the possession of this literature
which calls for a "Republican
party" to be formed.

The Fifteenth Street grand jury
continued its "investigation into the
activities of workers' organizations,
with the announcement that
they were going to hold a meeting to
organize new labor groups in the
area.
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Steel Wage Cut Is Bosses' Plan

NEW YORK: The wage cut which went into effect last week was announced by Tom M. Girard, hard-hitting president of the Republic Steel Corporation, who is one of the two bosses in New York City, early in October. He claims that steel—its 100,000 dollars—has been paying higher wages than the industry can afford.

A campaign to prepare for such a strike on the will be made by the Wall Street Journal which today published an article, a timely one to keep the strike from going on. In order to keep the strike from going on, they are publishing a weekly newspaper, a weekly tabloid, the Southern Worker, which is a daily newspaper, to keep the strike from going on.

Sharecroppers Plan Struggle

MONTGOMERY, Ala.—Struggle for relief, which has been cut off in all forms, the workers, and the Bankhead Act, which includes a $1 to $2 increase in the wages of sharecroppers in North Carolina. The depression, and preparations for a strike for higher wages has given rise to a new organization, the Sharecroppers Union. The first organization of its kind in the South, and preparations for a strike in the Spring, was the program decided on by 16 delegates to an all-day conference of the Sharecroppers Union.

A call to other organizations of sharecroppers and poor farmers in Arkansas and Tennessee, for a united front on these issues, was also made. Plans were made for a renewed drive for the extension of the membership of the Union, drawing in more members and new members who have not yet joined.

Southern Worker Twice a Month

A Southern Worker twice a month is not only needed, but its very first great task is to disseminate the word. It must be read by the people. Get subscriptions where you can, and get the word to every one.

Prepare For War In Birmingham Factories

BIRMINGHAM, Ala.—Birmingham is a city of war. The Birmingham area is a city of war. The Birmingham area is a city of war. The Birmingham area is a city of war. No other city in the United States is a city of war. The Birmingham area is a city of war. No other city in the United States is a city of war.

Miners Blacklisted As Mitch Sides With Scabs

By a Worker Correspondent

"Tell Mitch, Go to Hell," the miners sang as they carried their pickets in front of the company's gate. The miners have been blacklisted and are working for the Scabs. Mitch is a staunch supporter of the Scabs, who are working for the company and are working for the Scabs. Mitch is a staunch supporter of the Scabs, who are working for the company and are working for the Scabs.

Strike Sentiment On Mobile Docks

MOBILE, Ala.—There was a mass meeting of seamen and longshoremen called at the dock of Government street and the river. The Longshoremen's Union called a meeting. The meeting was called to take action. The I. L. A. Local No. 1 and the seamen at the docks were present and ready to take any action, but they did not.

New Orleans, La.—Plans to continue opposition to the proposed amendment in the Constitution, calling for the abolition of child labor, were announced by the City Managers Assoc., representing 100 of the main southern newspapers.

Shanghai, China—The Chinese workers who maintain the Kiangtung port which is now closed, and supported by aid from the United States and the United Chinese governments, the Chinese Red Army is winning new, great victories. Capturing the large industrial city of Shanghai, 10,000 Chinese revolutionists are reported to have invaded the city and taken control.

Read More Here

We told them that we don't care what they do, but they are blacklisted and working for the Scabs. Mitch is a staunch supporter of the Scabs, who are working for the company and are working for the Scabs. Mitch is a staunch supporter of the Scabs, who are working for the company and are working for the Scabs.
Workers and Farmers Report For Themselves

B'ham Girl Goes Anti-War Meet
REPRESENTS YOUTH

By (F.P.T.)

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — A young delegate who went to the Congress Against War and Fascism. There were twice as many young delegates as there were last year, over a thousand. While we were at the Congress, the people in a restaurant across the street would not let the Negro delegate come in. The young delegate went out to picket.

All the youth wanted to picket, but our leaders told us that we come there to attend the Congress and not to picket until after the Congress. The meeting we had was all right. We had about 15,000 people there. While the meeting at the Coliseum was going on, it was not known whether they came but they were not welcomed. They welcomed themselves, but they didn’t last long.

Friday, Sept. 29, we marched in a parade for the unemployed youth of Chicago. We marched through the streets of Chicago. We shouted “FREEER Tom Muoney.”

In Chicago we delegates were in a red ribbon which had written on it “YOUTH DELEGATE 2nd U.S. Congress Against War and Fascism.”

JOINS COMMUNIST PARTY AS ONLY WAY AGAINST FASCISM

WICHITA, Kan. — Some time ago, I ran across an article in the magazine of the Southern Worker. At that time I was unemployed and I sent a subscription to the magazine. Now I am a member of the Communist Party and I am working for the Communist Party.

I joined the Communist Party for some time, but now believe the day of revolution and reform in the United States is coming. I am in the party.

LANDLORD ROBS SHARECROPPER

LAFAYETTE, Ala. — A few minutes ago, a young man was told by a landman that he was going to be evicted. The young man said, “I don’t want to leave my land.” The landman replied, “You will have to.”

I want my boy to stick with the ILD. It has kept him alive for the last two years. If the NAACP will just publish a magazine like it did in the South, it will help. The NAACP will publish a magazine like it did in the South. The NAACP will publish a magazine like it did in the South. The NAACP will publish a magazine like it did in the South.

Scottsboro Mother Appeals For Support To I. L. D.

Mr. Clarence Cooper, who lives in the county, said that he had heard of the case of the Scottsboro boys. He said that he had heard of the case of the Scottsboro boys. He said that he had heard of the case of the Scottsboro boys. He said that he had heard of the case of the Scottsboro boys.

FEMA Layoffs In Jacksonville

By (F.P.T.)

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. — The whole ruling class of Jacksonville has been fighting against the National Unemployment Council for over ten years. The council has been fighting against the National Unemployment Council for over ten years. The council has been fighting against the National Unemployment Council for over ten years.

The workers who have not yet been laid off are some of the most important in the city. Some of the workers have been laid off for over a year. Some of the workers have been laid off for over a year. Some of the workers have been laid off for over a year.

By (F.P.T.)

MOLDERS STALLED

BY AFL LEADERS

SPEED UP IN SHOP

By (F. P. T.)

The workers who have not yet been laid off are some of the most important in the city. Some of the workers have been laid off for over a year. Some of the workers have been laid off for over a year. Some of the workers have been laid off for over a year.
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THEY SHALL NOT DIE

Only a few short weeks from now, on Dec. 7, the rolling clays of the State of Alabama intend to strapp Clarence Norris, and Haywood Patterson, into the electric chair at Kilby Prison and thus will thus begin the life of these two.

That these Negro youths are innocent of any crime but that of being black, and hence need no further argument for any fair-minded person who, after the International Labor Defense has piled up proof, upon proof, upon proof, during the past 18 months, that they are innocent of any crime.

For many years, there has been a constant and continuous war against the Negro people in many ways.

From the days of the Reconstruction period, the cry of the laboring man has been for justice and equal rights. But the laboring man has been a constant target for the wealthy classes who have used their influence to suppress and silence the voice of the people.

The only way to end this is to organize and act collectively. Only then can we achieve our goal of equality and justice for all people.

Roosevelt and Soviet Union Have Different Aims; Stalin

MOSCOW, U. S. S. R.—Joseph Stalin, secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, and Franklin D. Roosevelt, president of the United States, have been discussing the basic problems of the world economy and the international situation.

Stalin believed that the United States should not try to impose its will on other countries and that the United States should work towards a world order based on cooperation and mutual respect.

Roosevelt, on the other hand, believed that the United States should be strong enough to defend itself and that it should work towards a world order based on power and influence.

The United States has a different aim from the United States of America. The aim followed by Americans since the birth of the nation was to create a society in which the rich and the poor are equal. America's aim was to get rid of the cities, in the basis of private capitalism, striving for economic growth and building a new economy.

"As you know, in our country, it is in place of the old economic system, which was smashed, has been formed an entirely new and different economic foundation."

Pointing out that there can be no planned economy without a strong government, Stalin said: "What is planned economy? What are its various features? Planned economy strives to abolish unemployment, to improve working conditions, to ensure the welfare of the masses. Everyone should be employed, and unemployment can be reduced to a certain minimum."

"But the capitalist system will never agree to any plan that will give workers their rights."

"Joseph Stalin speaks for all those who are opposed to capitalism."

"Capitalism For Profit—Not Need"

Moreover, planned economy presupposes that the absence of destruction and the elimination of private property, whose products are particularly needed by the masses of the people," Stalin said, and showed that profit cannot be the end goal of a capitalist society. Hence, capitalism is not the way to achieve economic stability and social progress.

"You cannot ever hope a capitalist to cease himself and consent to a lower rate of profit when he is aware that the workers are to be organized and the workers are not to be exploited.

"In the United States, there is no such thing as cooperation between the individual and the collective."

"Socialism is the only way to achieve a better world. Only a socialist society can give the fullest satisfaction to those personal interests that are necessary for the progress of the race and the world.

"The Scottsboro Boys Speak for Themselves"

"But can you deny the contrast between classes between the class of the wealthy, the class of capitalists, and the classes of the poor and the proletariat."

"The struggle between the two classes is unavoidable."

"If the workers unite and act collectively, they can achieve their goals and improve their lives."

"The Scottsboro boys are an example of this. They fought for their rights and succeeded in doing so."

"We must stand together and fight for our rights. Only then can we achieve our goals."